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Abstract—Legal documents contain regulations and principles
at different levels of abstraction. They constitute rich sources of
information for public administrations (PA) redesign and even-
tually for the software delivery that must comply with normative
regulations that are specified in laws and procedures. In order
to facilitate the alignment between these elements, systematic
methods and tools automating regulations modeling and analysis
must be developed. In this paper, we propose the integration
of process modeling (named VLPM) and goal-oriented (named
Nòmos) tool-supported methodologies to systematically model
and analyze laws and procedures in public administration. We
show that such integrated view would provide a framework that
allows tracing and reasoning either top-down, from the principles
to the implementation or, vice versa, bottom-up, from a change
in the procedure to the principles. Finally, we also believe that
this would provide a facility for interchanging models among
different tools and for sharing models among different actors.

Keywords—BPR; goal-orientation; laws & procedures; Nòmos;
public administrations; regulation compliance; VLPM.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of new systems and procedures requires a
careful modeling and analysis of laws to ensure that no conflict
arises between the way things are done (i.e., processes) and
the way things are meant. In that context, this paper provides
our efforts in modeling and analysis of laws and procedures,
which has its roots in process modeling and goal-oriented
frameworks. This work is based on a conference paper on
the International Conference on Technical and Legal Aspects
of the e-Society 2010 (CYBERLAWS’10) [1].

Typically, there are three elements on which governments
can operate to improve their public administrations (PA).
One important contributor to the efficiency and improvement
of PAs is the way in which the processes is (re)designed
and developed. The use of Business Process Re-engineering
(BPR) in that respect has become one of the recent trends
undertaken to redesign processes, reduce costs and improve
citizens’ participation in favor of PAs [2], [3], [4]. However,
there is a need to link procedures to the regulations by which
procedures are defined and directed within legal documents,
which contain information vary with respect to the levels of
abstraction. They also describe principles or general rules that
have to be followed, and thus requiring the implementation of
related processes.

Another important fact to mention is the social relevance
of information systems, which is determined by the way the
information system is initially conceived. If misaligned with
legal prescriptions, a functionality of the system can violate the
rights of users, thereby breaching the law [5]. Note, however,
that the system itself is not responsible for the breach, but
rather, it is the owner, the designer and/or the operator who are
responsible for the breach. Preventing this situation to happen
is in the hand of those who are called to define the system’s
functionalities: the requirements analysts.

In fact, there are various broad approaches that can be used
to mitigate (part of) the mentioned challenges, e.g., see in
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Different but complimentary approaches
are often preferable for different types of challenges within a
domain, and a combination of approaches would sometimes be
desirable. More specifically, the integration of tool-supported
methodologies with the aim of supporting the different levels
of abstraction in PA processes can make easier the modeling
and analysis of laws and procedures. One way to do this, for
instance, is by using tools and techniques to model and analyze
the underline low-level concepts of the laws as a business
process. With different approach, move the emphasis of the
modeling and analysis of the principles and procedures to a
higher-level abstraction by interpreting each individual piece
of information extracted from the law or principles as a root
goal that can be decomposed into one or more subgoals. The
results of these approaches would then be assessed, refined,
and integrated systematically.

Along this direction, previously we presented an approach
that takes the advantages of two existing tool-supported
methodologies to assist the different aspects of law modeling
and analysis. The first approach is based on goal-oriented
framework —named Nòmos [11], [5]. The second approach,
whereas uses the notion of process modeling based on subset
of UML diagrams —named VLPM [12], [13]. Both ap-
proaches offer related tools to support their methodology and
to allow traceability between the law and the corresponding
models at different level of abstractions. We also showed that
they individually have significant limitations. For example, the
VLPM does not provide notations and means to represent the
principles behind the procedure and to reason about possible
alternative implementation; instead, Nòmos does not provide
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low-level implementation of the actual processes impeding the
analysis of some components of the law.

This paper extends the work presented in [1] by further
elaborating the context of the two approaches. We detail the
underlying meta concepts and the current improvement of the
two frameworks individually and as combined in handling
(some of) the peculiarities in modeling and analysis of laws.
For example, the VLPM includes semantic knowledge through
the use of ontology. Its model sharing is now general enough
since all the information can easily be stored as RDF state-
ments [14] to maintain links between parts of the documents,
parts of the process models and also elements of other types
of models. It is exactly this connection that adds value to the
solution we propose and makes our approach more significant
than the simple juxtaposition of the two techniques. We also
provide a proof of concept of the advantages we can get by
putting the two together with an example.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section dis-
cusses the BRP context of modeling and analysis of PAs in
connection with laws. Section III discusses the goal-oriented
approach for law compliance by detailing how such processes
using the Nòmos framework can be realized at higher-level.
Section IVdiscusses the VLPM approach for supporting PAs
with new extensions. We discuss our attempt to support BPR
using the best out-of these two techniques with example in
Section V. Related work, and conclusion and possible future
directions are provided in Sections VI and VII.

II. MOTIVATION

In recent years, new laws have been enacted to explic-
itly regulate sensitive information related to businesses and
healthcare. Existing laws have been revised and also gained
new meaning when referred to an Internet-based activity. As
a result of this, concerns like security, privacy and governance
are increasingly the focus of (digital) government regulations
around the world. This trend has also created challenges
in the definition and redesign of public administration (PA)
processes and in the compliance of regulations. Consequently,
different entities —such as PA officers, lawmakers, software
engineers— are required to ensure that their software delivery
complies with relevant regulations, either through (re)design
or (re)engineering activity of a particular project.

In fact a decision in (any) project preliminary phase has
more relevant effects than those delayed to the subsequent
ones [15]. In the same way, normative choices and changes
in PA influence the law effective applicability with respect to
the desired system. In principle, we distinguish three different
kinds of reengineering projects:

1) System automation level. The goal of this kind of
project is introducing a new system to better support
one elementary task or limited procedure. Typically
small in scope, these kinds of projects provide limited
improvements but are simple to implement, since they
do not affect neither the procedures nor the laws.

2) Departmental level. The goal of this kind of project is
changing the way in which work is performed within

a functional unit, (often) to make it more rational and
efficient. These kinds of projects are more impacting,
as they require some kind of re-organization of the
work, often accompanied by the introduction of new
ICT systems. The impact on the laws, however, is null
or minimal.

3) Inter-departmental level. The goal of this kind of project
is providing a better implementation of those processes
that involve different departments or possibly change the
allocation of responsibilities or both. It is the case, for in-
stance, of decentralization projects, where competences
are moved from central government to districts. These
kinds of projects are clearly the most impacting, since
they act at all levels, including the normative one.

The first kind of project is a standard software development
project for which there is a rich choice of tools, development
cycles, and project implementation alternatives. However, the
other two kinds of projects pose two peculiar and closely
related challenges, which root is in the relationship between
the laws and the procedures that implement such laws. These
challenges are particularly common in PA domain, which are

• Laws provide the framework that constrains and lim-
its possible choices and alternatives in reengineering
processes. Providing tools and notations can allow to
explicitly model and reason about the alternatives and
constraints, and as the same time could help to develop
more efficient solutions.

• Laws and processes are intertwined as requirements and
implementation are in software development processes.
Providing tools to explicitly trace the connection between
laws and process elements helps for a more efficient
and coherent management of the system. This can help
ensuring that procedures correctly implement the law, and
at the same time it could help to understand which laws
might be affected by a change in the processes.

Interventions usually require to change part of the law.
However, in order to understand where and how to modify
the law we have to set, prepare, and validate new processes as
well as to recognize the new roles and people responsibilities.
Additionally, regulating a complex system or a new one
requires to understand about the procedures to activate in
order to answer questions like who is in charge of, when the
task should be done, how to face exceptional situations, and
so on. These all call a significant reform needed to provide
correct snapshot about the existing procedures, to propose the
(re)design and development of a new system.

As said before, one of the tools to enact this reform is
the application of BPR techniques. In PA, this is an activity
which involves (independently or in collaboration) law-makers
who amend laws, process designers who try to optimize
existing processes, and software developers, to support exist-
ing processes and/or procedures with technology. Modeling
facilitates the communication and understanding of the actual
organization among these users and is helpful in building a
shared vision between domain experts and technicians. It also
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provides an easier way of analysis in order to evolve towards
efficient and higher quality processes, if not pose related risks.

Unfortunately, most of the existing modeling techniques
were developed with the aim of optimizing supply chains
or production. This indicates that there are no as such clear
goals in modeling public workflows [4]. Thus, on one hand, it
is essential to know the constraints established by the law,
but, on the other hand, it is also necessary to support the
office in charge of such processes in order to decide the
changes required by the new processes. However, one of the
major difficulties encountered in this domain is the strong
dependency between processes and laws. As said before, any
implementation of software delivery requires a parallel action
on both the redesigning of processes and on the introduction of
law changes. This means that the current law (in a sense: rather
than the processes), must be considered as the constraint,
the engine, and the target of the reengineering activity. This
link between models and laws raises further issues related
to the maintainability of the models over time, since it is
necessary to guarantee coherence of the models with the laws
in order to have the models retain their value. We argue
that these situations can reasonably be tackled by providing
homogeneous and structured models of the current processes
(the business architecture), which in turn should allow to
redesign the new software delivery.

As we hinted in [1], it is important to devise a methodology
and tool that should help tackling the two aforementioned
challenges. In fact, we can apply techniques (e.g., goal-
oriented methodology) that can help tackling the first problem
by providing precise notations and alternatives to avoid mis-
interpretation and resolve ambiguities that can arise, and by
performing high-level formal reasoning. The Nòmos frame-
work [11], [5] fits for this purpose. In contrast, the second
challenge can be tackled through a proper BPR approach
—namely, by devising process modeling and redesigning
methodology and by developing its supporting tool. Thus, the
VLPM —a tool we developed for the purpose, by extending
work [16]— helps tackling the second challenge.

III. GOAL-ORIENTED APPROACH FOR LAW COMPLIANCE

When facing law we need to know the concepts used by law
to give prescriptions. Law is grounded on the notion of right,
which can be defined as entitlement (not) to perform certain
actions or be in certain states, or entitlement that others (not)
perform certain actions or be in certain states [17]. Rights are
classified by Hohfeld in the 8 elementary concepts of privilege,
claim, power, immunity, no-claim, duty, liability, disability,
and organised in opposites and correlatives (see Table I).

TABLE I
THE HOHFELDIAN TAXONOMY.

Legal relation Opposite Correlative
Claim Noclaim Duty

Privilege Duty Noclaim
Power Disability Liability

Immunity Liability Disability

Notice that in commonsense we might call right as a duty or
a liability, since the word has a slightly different meaning. Here
the more intuitive meaning of “right” is a Claim, which is the
entitlement for a person to have something done from another
person who has therefore a Duty of doing it. For example, if
John has the claim to exclusively use of his land, others have a
corresponding duty of non-interference. Privilege (or liberty)
is the entitlement for a person to discretionally perform an
action regardless of the will of others who may not claim him
to perform that action, and have therefore a No-claim. For ex-
ample, giving a tip at the restaurant is a liberty, and the waiter
cannot claim it. Power is the (legal) capability to produce
changes in the legal system towards another subject who has
the corresponding Liability. Examples of legal powers include
the power to contract and the power to marry. Immunity is
the right of being kept untouched from other performing an
action, who has therefore a Disability. For example, one may
be immune from prosecution as a result of signing a contract.

Two rights are correlatives [18] if the right of a person
A implies that there exists another person B (A’s counter-
party), who has the correlative right. For example, if someone
has the claim to access some data, then somebody else will
have the duty of providing that data, so duty and claim
are correlatives. Similarly, privilege-noclaim, power-liability,
immunity-disability are correlatives. The concept of correla-
tiveness implies that rights have a relational nature. In fact,
they involve two subjects: the owner of the right and the one
against whom the right is held —the counterparty. Vice versa,
the concept of opposition means that the existence of a right
excludes its opposite.

The choice to adopt the Hohfeldian taxonomy of rights is
due to several factors. First, as said above, the importance it
has in the juridical literature suggests that this is actually the
kind of information that we need to know about law. Second,
Hohfeldian has a range of concepts and level of abstraction.
These make its representation capabilities very close to the
expressiveness of legal texts. In fact this consideration mainly
comes from experience: constructs like powers, immunities
and so on do actually exist in legal texts. Differently, for
example, from deontic logic-based approaches, the proposed
taxonomy is able to successfully capture them. Finally, the
Hohfeldian concepts that have a descriptive nature, rather
than prescriptive, acting as the bridge between the world
of the “ought”, typical of legal prescriptions, and the world
of domain description. However, the Hohfeldian concepts do
not prescribe what stakeholders should do, but rather, they
describe what are the legal relations that bind them. This is of
particular importance in requirements engineering, whose first
step (early requirements analysis) is to describe the so-called
“as-is”, before specifying the “to-be”. So, linking a description
of stakeholders’ goals with a description of applicable laws can
allow to reason about compliance and compliant alternatives.
In the following, we (formally) characterize such a link.

Rights are not symmetric: the position of the claim owner is
different from the position of the duty owner. Generally speak-
ing, the two positions are called active (juridical) position and
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passive (juridical) position, and each right has exactly an active
position and a passive position. To capture this characteristic
in the meta-model, active Actors are in holder relation,
while passive Actors are in counterparty relation with
respect to the right (see Figure 1).

Actor

PrivilegeNoclaim

ClaimDuty

PowerLiability

ImmunityDisability

sourceArt
Right1 0..*

1
0..*

ActionCharacterization

0..* 1
holder

counterparty

concerns

Fig. 1. The Nòmos metamodel: elements of a normative proposition.

The last component of a normative proposition is called
action, the actual object of the right. An “action” designates
a description of the set of admissible states of the world.
To avoid confusion with a more common use of such
word, we refer to it as ActionCharacterization.
Each Right is in concerns relations with
exactly one ActionCharacterization, but an
ActionCharacterization can be addressed by a
number of rights, as depicted in Figure 1.

A. Modeling the Structure of Law

The concept of normative proposition allows to split the
complexity of legal statements into atomic elements. But the
legal prescriptions contained in laws have more properties that
have to be considered. In particular, legal prescriptions are
articulated structures built with conditions, exceptions, and so
on. It is important to capture the effects of these conditionals
in order to obtain a meaningful requirements set. We give a
uniform representation of conditional elements by establishing
an order between normative propositions. For example, a
citizen may have the duty to give his personal details to the
policemen. However, if the policeman does not identify itself
correctly as a policeman, then the citizen is free whether to
do it or not. Instead of trying to formalize the if [. . . ] then
[. . . ] condition, we split the problem in three steps. First,
we define a first right, r1, —a duty of the citizen —to give
personal details to the policemen. Second, we define another
right, r2, —a privilege of the citizen —to give personal details
to other citizens. Finally, we establish an order between the
two: r1 > r2 which means that, whenever r1 is applicable,
r2 is not. This is captured in the meta-model of Nòmos by
the concept of dominance (class Dominance), as shown
in Figure 2. This is connected to the class Right, which
establishes the priority of the source right over the target one.

The normative propositions, manually extracted and ordered
according to the meta-model, are put together to form the

Actor

PrivilegeNoclaim ClaimDuty PowerLiability ImmunityDisability

sourceArt
Right

1
0..*

1

0..*

ActionCharacterization
0..* 1

holder
counterparty

concerns

source 10..*

Goalwants 0..*1..*
realize Likelihood

Realization

Strength
Dominance

1
0..*

0..*

1
realizedBy

10..* target

i* meta-model NP Nomos

Fig. 2. The link between rights and goals as proposed by the Nòmos meta-
model.

model of the law. As the meta-model shows, such a model does
not contain anymore information on the physical structure of
the law given by its nesting into titles, paragraphs and so on.
Moreover, it it does not contain cross-reference information.
However, to each right (class Right) carried by a normative
proposition, we are able to associate its source article or
any further information to precisely record where does the
normative proposition come from. This would allow to ensure
full traceability, as pointed out in the following.

B. Bridging Law and Requirements

Existing requirements engineering frameworks generally
rest on the idea of deriving the requirements for a software
system from the analysis of the stakeholders’ goals that the
system-to-be will support once developed and deployed. This
approach has demonstrated to be effective in successfully
capturing strategic requirements. However, it hardly applies to
the need of arguing about the compliance of such strategic
requirements with the legal ones. As already pointed out,
rights concern actions which intuitively are descriptions of the
behavior wanted from the addressee actor, and can result in a
goal or task of that actor. However, an action characterization
in itself is not a goal neither a task for two main reasons. First,
a goal is a state of the world wanted by an actor, whereas an
action characterization is a state of the world imposed to the
actor. Second, an action is a state of the world prescribed to
an abstract actor —a class of actors, and as such it is also a
class of actions. A goal, whereas is a specific state of the world
wanted by a specific actor. This makes necessity to separate
the concept of goal from the one of action characterization to
avoid misleading shortcuts.

In Nòmos, to describe the concepts of the strategy, we adapt
the i* modeling framework [19]. Specifically, we use the i*
version as defined for the Tropos methodology [20]. Worth
mentioning that this choice is arbitrary —other frameworks
could be used or adapted to be used as well, as long as they
provide primitives for modeling actors, goals, and relationships
between actors. The i* framework models a domain along
two perspectives: the strategic rationale of the actors —i.e., a
description of the intentional behavior of domain stakeholders
in terms of their goals, tasks, preferences and quality aspects
(represented as softgoals); and the strategic dependencies
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among actors —i.e., the system-wide strategic model based on
the relationship between the depender, which is the actor, in a
given organizational setting, who “wants” something and the
dependee, that is the actor who has the ability to do something
that contributes to the achievement of the depender’s original
goals. An actor has the ability to achieve a goal if the actor has
in the set of intentional elements that characterize it (such as
sub-goals, tasks and resources) an element or a set of elements
whose purpose is the achievement of the goal; or, if the actor
can delegate the achievement of the goal to another actor —
i.e., the dependee. The concept of ability is important because
it allows to understand what are the characteristics of the
specific actor existing in the domain, w.r.t the abstract actor
addressed by the law.

With these ingredients, we are able to establish if a certain
goal or task fits the characterization given by law, and to
represent it in the model. In Figure 2, this is expressed with the
concept of realization (class Realization), which puts in
relation something that belongs to the law with something that
belongs to the intentions of actors. This will be the starting
point to argue about compliance of requirements models with
law.

Don't
disclose PHI

>

Hospital

Disclose PHI
(to patient)

>
Disclose PHI

(patient)

Assign key
to doctors and

call center
Monitor

electronic
transactions

Delegate
doctors to

disclose PHI
Encrypted

communications

AND

Electronic
clinical
chart

Personal
assistant

Provide
feedback
to patient

OR

Don't
disclose PHI
>

Hospital

Disclose PHI
(patient)

Assign key
to doctors and

call center
Monitor

electronic
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Encrypted
communications

AND

Electronic
clinical
chart

Personal
assistant
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feedback
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Don't
disclose PHI

Hospital

Assign key
to doctors and

call center

Monitor
electronic

transactions

Encrypted
communications

AND

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. An example: Law and Strategic Modeling using the Nòmos modeling
language.

Figure 3(a) depicts excerpt model of a law fragment taken
form the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), and the goals’ fulfilling law and tasks that
operationalize such goals. The fragment contains the duty
imposed to hospitals to keep patients’ Personal Health In-
formation (PHI) to be closed. The duty is fulfilled by the
Hospital by setting up an encrypted electronic communication
mechanism, which in turn is refined into the two leaf level
tasks “Assign key to doctors and call center” and “Monitor
electronic transaction”. This choice means that the running
system will need to support its processes with these activities.
Alternatively (Figure 3(b)), the law gives hospitals the possi-
bility to disclose patients’ PHI, if the receivers are the patients
themselves. The introduction of this new principle involves a
possible change in the underlying processes supported by the
system-to-be. Similarly, as in Figure 3(c), the introduction of
the last principle —a duty, for the Hospital, to disclose such

information to the patient upon request— further impacts on
the supported processes, as it requires the hospital to receive
the requests and to delegate somebody to disclose the data.

IV. ENHANCED LAW MODELING WITH VLPM

This section presents an approach where process models
for procedures are modeled, and changes in laws are mapped
in the models in order to highlight and review the impacts
on processes and vice-versa. This allows for a stricter collab-
oration among the different stakeholders usually involved in
BPR. These activities are mostly handled by the VLPM tool,
as discussed below.

A. The VLPM Tool

VLPM [12] is a tool supported methodology for process
modeling and re-engineering of PA, by providing a set of
functions to synchronize models and XML representation of
laws, thereby allowing traceability. The tool also supports
an automatic generation of documentation in a human read-
able form (e.g., PDF or HTML), and of skeletons of law
modifications based on the changes undergone by processes
defined by the original law. The extended design of the
framework makes the tool more flexible and functional in
various areas. Among which we mention: support for different
XML representation of laws, which are used by VLPM for
linking process and laws; more flexibility in deployment —
e.g., by allowing integration with freely available UML tools;
integration with formal analysis techniques and methodologies
for simulation and verification.

Figure 4 shows a high-level representation of the model
elements, i.e. a meta-model for the VLPM tool. The diagram
mainly shows the internal representation of the model ele-
ments. In the diagram, a process is realized as an observable
activity executed by one or more actors. Actors can be
extracted from the text of the law or can be defined manually.
They are identified by means of an unambiguous identifier
(extracted from the XML file containing the law information or
manually specified) and a name. This could easily be extended
in order to add more features. In the same way as actors, assets
can be either extracted from the law or defined manually. If
the assets are extracted from the law, we then store their initial
states in the model and use our notation to define the changes
that the assets undergo.

In addition to the modeling elements, we use a generic
relationship elements to create specific sub-classes of rela-
tionship as shown in Figure 5. These are defined separately
from the elements of the model. Actor-Actor relationships have
different properties from Actor-Process relationships (e.g., the
allowed stereotypes) and from Process-Process relationships.
The association of a process with its executing actors is based
on the static assignments of the responsibilities (set of roles,
R) to the actors. This information can be extracted from the
law or manually assigned after the actors have been identified.
The use of an abstract relationship object allows us to create
as many types of relationship as we need, with the only
requirement of defining also a suitable translation of each
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Fig. 4. The internal representation of our modeling elements.

relationship to UML. The model also explicitly support the
Asset-Process relationships that define the semantics for the
asset flows.

 
 

<<relationship>>
ProcessProcess

 
 

Relationship

 
 

<<relationship>>
ActorProcess

 
 

<<relationship>>
AssetProcess

 
 

<<relationship>>
ActorActor

Fig. 5. Relationships among the modeling elements.

The model represents the static information of the busi-
ness processes, while the dynamic properties (namely, asset
transformation functions) are defined in a specific notation.
The model is associated to the laws that regulate its business
processes to allow the association of a single process with
relevant law parts that define them. Notice, however, that the
law is not included in the model. Although our model is
designed to support XML format for laws representation, it
can be easily extended to support other formats (see at the
end of this section).

B. Methodology and Usage Scenario

We devised a methodology to automatically extract infor-
mation from XML representation of laws and map them into
process models. The core modeling elements are process,
actor, asset, and relationships with triggering conditions. The
methodology comprises of three steps.

The first step is the preparation of the data and structure of
the model. Particularly, this step is responsible for identifying
the actors, assets, stereotypes and terminologies, as well as
responsible for collecting laws (the enumeration of laws which
rule or influence the domain under analysis). The second step
focuses on the use of UML use case diagrams to statically
capture and analyze actors and processes independent from
their execution. This is particularly important to breakdown
processes hierarchically, to associate actors with responsibil-
ities in the process breakdown structure, and to define and

associate law paragraphs to processes in the use case diagram.
Finally, the evolution of assets and processes are captured
and analyzed using UML activity diagrams. Activity diagrams
describe the processes workflow by emphasizing sequential
and parallel activities (using the triggering conditions iden-
tified in step one) whose assets are needed and how their
state evolve —i.e., how they change after being executing
associated activities. The activity diagram also highlights the
assets on which the processes operate. The connection between
processes and assets are labelled with one or more of the
following stereotypes: create, read, update, delete. In addition
to the standard notation borrowed from the CRUD matrices
[16], it is also possible to specify use, send and receive as
stereotypes. This allows us to systematically translate into
executable code (e.g., model checking) for further analysis,
e.g., to perform procedural security analysis (such as, see in
[21]).

The methodology also allows to link the laws and models.
This particularly increases the traceability between laws and
processes, with the goal of helping the law makers elab-
orate models in collaboration with software developers or
process engineers, and understand the impact of law or process
changes to their counterparts. This helps, first, to justify the
existence of a particular process by providing a reference to
the parts of the law that define it, which in turn allows us to
link the process to all the constraints in the law that regulate
it. Secondly, it allows to understand the impact of a change
both in the law and in the process model. When a change is
made to the law, on the one hand, being able to identify which
processes are defined (or regulated) by the modified part of
the law allows us to modify the process model accordingly.
By looking at the model, it is then possible to determine what
processes “interact” with the processes affected by the change
in the law. The modification can then be propagated to all the
relevant processes and makes the model up to date. On the
other hand, the re-engineering of processes may result in a
need to modify some parts of the law. Maintaining law-model
traceability allows to automatically identify which parts of the
law should be amended by tracing back to the parts of the law
that originally defined the modified processes.

The points discussed above are supported by the VLPM
tool, which has the following usage scenario (Figure 6 and
see also in [12] for further detail):

1) A law written in natural language is marked with XML
tags.

2) The user imports the law formatted in XML and VLPM
generates a skeleton of the model. The user needs to
verify and complete the generated model in order to have
a reliable as-is view (i.e., a “process-tree” view) of the
law. This model can be exported in various formats for
documentation purposes (e.g., PDF).

3) The user imports an Explicit Text Amendment that
modifies the law that has been previously modeled
with VLPM. The tool highlights the impacts of the
amendment on the law and on the model, allowing the
user to focus on the affected parts of the model. This
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Fig. 6. Law modeling process handled by VLPM.

greatly simplifies the model revision process.
4) The user modifies the process model, re-engineering

some processes. At this point documentation can be
generated to be shared among the stakeholders and
to compare the as-is and the to-be models. Moreover,
VLPM can be used to generate the XML skeleton of a
new law that amends the originally modeled law.

Furthermore, since the first version of VLPM focused on
modeling the procedural aspects of legal documents that
would allow to perform the necessary changes to the as-is
business logic with the purpose. However, much information
necessary for the reasoning cannot be easily extracted from the
multitude of legal documents that regulate a domain without
a background in jurisprudence. For this reason, the current
version of VLPM (i.e., VLPM 2.0) exploits semantic markup
on the laws to generate skeletons of business process models
that can be traced back to the laws describing them. This
allows lawyers and functional analysts to round-trip between
laws and processes.

With VLPM 2.0, the components which produce the models
from a set of legal documents provide some regulations for
a certain domain. The information is layered hierarchically,
where the bottom layer is the textual information and on top of
which meta-data and structural information are added via the
Akoma Ntoso [22], [23] markup XML format. We developed
an OWL-DL ontology in order to add semantic information
about processes described in legal texts, by extending the
concepts of LKIF-core [24], [25] with a business process meta-
model that borrows several entities from the BPMN meta-
model [26]. We then defined some concepts that can effectively
address our needs. We used Pellet Reasoner to identify and
consolidate equivalences and other relations with LKIF-core
classes. The VLPM 2.0 ontology is not a specification of
the BPMN meta-model in OWL. Instead, it abstracts the
core entities of a business process from the BPMN meta-
model in order to obtain a smaller but more generic ontology.
In the sense that a set of instances of the classes in such
ontology can easily be transformed to BPMN as well as

UML Activity Diagram (AD) [27]. Finally, we intend to
support supplementary ontologies to allow the representation
and modeling of other aspects of the domain, such as goal-
oriented information.

V. COMBINING NÒMOS AND VLPM TO SUPPORT BPR
SCENARIO

Laws can express principles at different levels. Two levels
are particularly apparent, high-level principles usually com-
prise of rules and requirements, and a set of procedural and/or
operational level laws [28].

As we discussed previously, VLPM provides a robust envi-
ronment to effectively manage the re-engineering of processes
regulated by the set of operational laws. One significant
limitation of the tool, however, is that it does not provide
notations and means to represent the principles behind the
procedures (or, better, motivating the procedures) and to reason
about possible alternative implementation. Even from the busi-
ness re-engineering point of view, such principles represent
an essential part since they provide the framework and the
constraints for the definition of new procedures and laws.
This, in turn “moves” part of the re-engineering activity back
to the “natural language” domain where inconsistencies and
ambiguities might arise.

To overcome this problem, we propose the integration of
goal-oriented methodology supported by Nòmos framework
with the process modeling methodology supported by VLPM.
The situation is depicted in Figure 7. On the left hand side,
we have the law (possibly split in various documents) and
typically describing general principles (e.g., “all citizens have
the right to free health-care”) and procedural and operational
aspects (e.g., “to get free health-care you need a Social Secu-
rity Number”). On the right-hand-side, we have to modeling
techniques:

• Nòmos, in the upper part, provide a graphical notation
and a methodology for modeling and reasoning about the
high-level principles.

• VLPM, in the lower part, provide a graphical notation
and methodology for modeling and reasoning about the
procedures and lower-level operative principles.

Nòmos can represent the principles of the law via its
constructs. In particular, as depicted in Figure 3(a) it is
possible to represent the parts of a normative proposition such
as the “Personal Health Information (PHI) closed”, focusing
on the actor, “Hospital”, specified in the text of the law,
also giving the possibility to specify the kind of right (in
the case of the example a duty). Moreover, the framework
allows to specify the goals that are induced by the text of the
normative proposition, such as “set-up an encrypted electronic
communication” and the specification of the actions that fulfill
the goals and that represent the links to the procedural part of
the law (in the example “Assign key to doctors and call center”
and “Monitor electronic transaction”). Thanks to these repre-
sentation, Nòmos maintains the complete knowledge about the
principles at the bases of the operative part of the law, and of
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the possible alternatives for the law fulfilling (see Figures 3(b)
and 3(c)).

Law

Nomos
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Round-trip Modeling & analysis 
of Principles as Goals 
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 Procedures as Business Process 

Traceability betw
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m
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Principles

Procedures

Fig. 7. The proposed approach for modeling and analysis of law.

VLPM extracts processes and actors from XML represen-
tation without the semantic knowledge that allows to reason
on alternatives and here comes one of the essences of the
Nòmos framework. Notice that the leaves of the Nòmos model
can be analyzed on their fulfillment and on their compliance
with the actual norm/law. There are also correlations between
leaves in Nòmos and activities in VLPM. Thus, it is straight-
forward to say that such leaves can help enriching the VLPM
“process-tree” —hierarchical decomposition of processes and
actors using UML use cases— with more semantics on the
management of activities in the VLPM model.
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Fig. 8. A simple illustration using the proposed approach.

Figure 8 illustrates how the approach actually works. The
Nòmos model contains the description of the principles that
should be respected by the stakeholders. Moreover, it contains
the description of the strategic goals that the stakeholders
develop to be compliant. The presence of goals allows to make
a domain-dependent analysis, which takes into account their
specific objectives and needs, besides those of the law. The
VLPM model contains a description of the system architecture.
More precisely, it contains a description of that part of the
system whose definition has been extracted from the annotated
law. In the bottom part of the figure, the compliance condition

is depicted. Basically, the compliance condition consists of a
representation of the achievement condition of the goals of the
Nòmos model. The condition says that the compliance goal
“Prevent unauthorized transactions” is satisfied when the sys-
tem is in a state represented by the value of the three variables
t, a, and r, where t is an instance of the class Transaction,
a is an instance of the class Authorization, and r is an
instance of the class PatientRecord. The state represented
by the condition is such that the transaction of certain data is
linked with the patient’s authorization to transmit that data. In
the picture, this is considered true if:

• the transaction has also been associated to an authoriza-
tion (r.authorization == a);

• the authorization is specific for that type of transaction
(t.type == a.type);

• the transaction has actually been recorded into at least one
patient record (t ∈ r.transactions) – i.e., no transaction
happen, which are not registered and do not respect the
other conditions;

• the subjects, among which the data is exchanged match
the role type declared in the authorization for that trans-
action (∀s ∈ t.subjectss == a.subject class).

Given this compliance condition between any possible state
of the system, described in terms of the values of its variables
and the principles expressed by the law, it is possible to
exhaustively check for states that are allowed by the system
but not acceptable for the law.

An important aspect to highlight is the traceability offered
by the two approaches are complimentary. For example, if
you decide to remove a process from the UML model that
corresponds to one of the leaves of the Nòmos model, the
Nòmos framework can trace up to the root goal and check if
this action is complaint with the actual norm (from which
the leave is derived). It is worth mentioning that when a
new process is added to the model, VLPM generates a list
of suggestions that can be used to produce an explicit text
amendment from the changes undergone by the model, thus
allowing the law to be realigned to the model. This can be
further refined and enhanced by using the power of Nòmos
analysis.

This conforms the connection between the Nòmos model
and the VLPM model. The leaves of the Nòmos model, in
fact, correspond to the procedures of the VLPM model. This
provides a framework that allows to trace and reason either
top-down, from the principles to the implementation, or, vice-
versa, bottom-up, from a change in the procedure to the
principles.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several strategies have been proposed in the literature to
understand, model, and analyze business process models.
Three aspects are central in these approaches. The first is tools
used for creating (business) process models. Second, notations
used to represent the modeling elements and concepts. Third,
techniques used for formally specifying and verifying how
such models respect the intended goals.
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With respect to modeling of business processes, for instance,
various works in the past have been proposed for modeling
business processes. These approaches span from workflow
nets to event-based process chains, from flow-charts dia-
grams to UML Activity diagrams (ADs) and Business Process
Execution Languages for Web Service (BPEL4WS)[29] and
several other works such as [30], [31], [32]. In particular,
[33], [34], [35] widely discussed the usage of UML ADs for
modeling business processes as well as workflow modeling
and specifications.

While these works demonstrated their usage scenarios for
the modeling, specifying, and analyzing business processes
and workflows of complex system, the attempt to model laws
and procedures, as well as to perform formal analysis in favor
of the public administration (PA) is not satisfactory.

In recent years, however, a number of governments have
been adopted such techniques to support their PAs. Works
like [3], [2], [36], [37] particularly have been discussed BPR
support for public healthcare services by identifying different
levels of process support and by distinguishing among generic
process patterns. The use of BPR for better government has
also been discussed earlier by the U.S. federal government
and the U.S. Department of Defense and its use in taxation in
[38]. The importance of modeling in the legal framework and
documenting the knowledge about the legal constraints within
the process model itself is stated in [4].

In particular, Olbrich and Simon in [39] discussed an
approach based on event-driven process chains and suggested
how to translate law paragraphs into process models using
the Semantic Process Language (SPL). Their main goal is to
the visualization and formal modeling of a legally regulated
process. The interesting aspect of this work is not only the con-
sideration of the given law when developing business process
models, but also the explicit derivation of a process structure
which is implicitly specified within the paragraphs themselves
using the SPL. The SPL enabled them to articulate language
structures into executable workflow models, using Petri Nets.
The presented approach could provide means for verifying
whether process-like behavior fulfills the selected paragraphs
formally. Related to processes and their verification, in [40]
the authors propose a UML-based approach to define, verify,
and validate organizational processes, especially in the context
of software process improvement and the CMMI (Capability
Maturity Model Integration) framework.

Related to goal-oriented approaches for modeling and rep-
resentation of laws and with the compliancy of set of require-
ments to laws. Three of them are particularly relevant for our
work. In [8], the authors used KAOS as a modeling language
for representing objectives extracted from regulation texts.
Such an approach is based on the analogy between regulation
documents and requirements documents. In [9], Goal-oriented
Requirement Language (GRL) to model goals and actions
prescribed by laws and exploit Use Case Maps (UCM) to
describe the impact of laws on the business processes is
discussed. This work is founded on the premise that the same
modelling framework can be used for both regulations and

requirements. In [28] is shown that two levels exist in legal
systems: the Rule level, which gives prescriptions in an Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) style; and the Requirements level,
which expresses desirable state of affairs to be achieved by
addressees. It also argues that the requirements level cannot
exist alone: it depends on the rule level for actuation and
enforcement. However, it tackles only with the requirements
level while discussing the integration of laws into enterprise
configurations.

Breaux et al. in [41] develop a systematic process called
semantic parameterisation using the Cerno framework [42].
The approach consists of identifying in legal text restricted
natural language statements (RNLSs) and then expressing
them as semantic models of rights and obligations [10] (along
with auxiliary concepts such as actors and constraints). Secure
Tropos [43] is a framework for security-related goal-oriented
requirements modeling that, in order to ensure access control,
uses strategic dependencies refined with concepts such as:
trust, delegation of a permission to fulfill a goal, execute a task
or access a resource, as well as ownership of goals or other
intentional elements. The main point of departure from Nòmos
is that the Nòmos use a richer ontology for modeling legal
concepts, adopted from the literature on Law. Additionally,
the legal models one builds using Nòmos is different from the
mentioned usage —i.e., Nòmos allows to check compliance
between an i* model of system requirements and a model of
a law fragment.

VII. CONCLUSION

The application of BPR and goal-oriented in law modeling
and analysis can facilitate the work of PAs by favoring the
involvement of citizens in (the law) decision process. The
definition of strict constraints for the structure of a law
facilitates its readability and editing, but —in the case of laws
definition procedures —the use of (visual) representations,
their modeling, and formal reasoning can take this even further.

This paper proposed an approach intended to provide sys-
tematic support for modeling and analyzing laws. Our ap-
proach combines two existing complementary frameworks that
tackle the discussed concerns in different levels of abstractions.
While one (i.e., Nòmos) exploits goal-oriented approach, the
other (i.e., VLPM) focuses on the use of UML-based BPR
approach. We emphasized on the integration of these two
approaches for realizing principles, procedures, as well as
operational aspects of the law, and for developing a system
that can maintain and support the laws.

The resulting analysis method of the Nòmos approach takes
advantage of two key ideas, namely the concept of intentional
compliance to verify law-compliance of requirements models,
and the idea of combining a law model with an intentional
model of requirements for preserving the explicit represen-
tation of compliant alternatives resulting from goal analysis.
In contrast, VLPM is based on well established technologies
for legal knowledge representation such as LKIF and Akoma
Ntoso, including process and goal-oriented ontologies. The
current VLPM framework will have the possibility to play
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an important role in the “ICT for law” initiatives and even-
tually become an actual tool for the improvement of Public
Administrations.

In summary, the proposed approach has given promising
clues to trace and reason laws either from the principles
to the implementation, or, vice-versa, from a change in the
procedure to the principles. Although, the snippet example
used for our proof-of-concept is not complete, we believe
that the proposed approach can be refined and (re-)used to
model and analyze different laws, as long as the laws describe
both the principles and procedures. Namely, as long as the
the laws define, regulate or in some way affect procedures,
e.g., PA procedures, company policies that need to comply
with certain regulations. Moreover, the implementation of the
approach in terms of a tool is not discussed. However, we are
currently working on enriching the two frameworks because
this would allow us to develop a machinery for the combined
activities. We are also looking for a real case study to evaluate
our approach.
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